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ORGANIZE  
YOUR ENTRYWAY

BUILD A  
BETTER BATHROOM

USE COLOUR  
WITH CONFIDENCE

MAKE A  
BOLD  

STATEMENT  
BY PAINTING  
AN INTERIOR  
DOOR BLUE!

^7 BATHROOMS WE + HOW TO  
GET THE LOOK
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DECORATING

ELEGANT 
TRADITIONAL
“I love the hits of  

black and gold in this  
traditional entryway –  

so sophisticated!  
The chest of drawers is 
great for storage, and  
the stool is functional  

yet small enough to be 
picked up and moved 

around easily.”

TEXT MARIANNE DAVIDSON

We all need a relaxing clutter-free space 
to welcome us home after a long day,  
so we asked our home & style director,  

Ann Marie Favot, to tell us what she 
loves about these inspiring, chic and 
functional entryways that will greet  
you (and your guests) with style.

KICK OFF 
YOUR SHOES
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SLUG TOCOME
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IN THE BLACK The Calacatta marble  
floor with black granite inlay is the  
elegant nod to Old Hollywood that 
designer Chrissy Cottrell was looking  
for. “Black and white bathrooms aren’t 
uncommon, because they are incredibly 
classic,” she says. “So I wanted to bring 
this one up a notch by adding an extra 
punch.” The rich black walls make the floor 
pop and let the inlay detail really shine.

Brass-hued hardware and 
f ixtures warm up the cool 
black and white space. 

BOLD BLACK WALLS + SCULPTURAL BRASS ACCENTS +  
 BORDERED FLOOR + VARIED TILE TREATMENTS

REFINED REGENCY

PHOTOGRAPHY TRACEY AYTON  
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green granite countertops  
and white cabinetry that had 

turned peachy-cream over time, this master 
bath was in desperate need of an overhaul. 
“It was like the 1980s called and wanted 
their bathroom back!” says designer Chrissy 
Cottrell. Part of a complete condo renovation 
in Vancouver’s Yaletown area, the bathroom 
was given a dramatic elegant vibe that 
blended with the rest of the Hollywood 
Regency-inspired space. Contrasting the 
room’s white elements with a black enve-
lope creates striking drama, while brass-
hued faucets and fixtures enhance the 
richness of the space and pay homage  
to the home’s glamorous old L.A. feel.  

GET IT TOGETHER The bathroom’s 
unusual footprint presented some chal-
lenges. “It’s like a rectangle with a corner 
cut off,” says Chrissy. “I usually like to 
have two sinks in an ensuite, but we 
didn’t have the space for that.” Instead, 
the designer created an elegant vanity 
with recessed cabinets highlighted by 
geometric brass pulls and a sleek marble 
countertop that matches the floors.  
The wall-mounted faucet and simple 
cylindrical sconces are integrated into  
a counter-to-ceiling mirror. “I wanted  
the vanity and mirror to look like one 
cohesive unit,” she says.

TAKE A SEAT A typical tub and shower 
combo was ripped out and updated with 
a stand-alone shower featuring classic 
dark-grouted ceramic subway tiles and  
a mosaic marble tile floor. Brushed 

champagne bronze fixtures complement 
the room’s luxe look, and a built-in bench 
(not shown) clad with a marble top, adds 
functionality. “Every shower should have  
a bench,” says Chrissy. “Who wants to 
shave their legs standing up?!” 

DESIGN, Chrissy & Co., chrissyco.com; CON-
TRACTING, custom VANITY, MIRROR, LIGHT 
FIXTURE, SCONCES & VANITY HARDWARE, 
Curated Home by Chrissy & Co.; Onyx 2133-10 
WALL & CEILING PAINT, Benjamin Moore;  
VANITY COUNTERTOP, FLOOR TILE, Aeon 
Stone + Tile; SHOWER WALL TILE, Ames Tile  
& Stone; SINK FAUCET, SHOWER FIXTURES,  
Universal Supply Co. 

FOR SOURCES, SEE OUR WORKBOOK

Subtle contrasting  
tile treatments in the  

shower stand out  
amid al l the black.

With


